
Diatom Identi�cation: a Double Challenge Called ADIACHans du Buf, University of Algarve, Faro, PortugalMicha Bayer and Stephen Droop, Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh, U.K.Ritchie Head and Steve Juggins, University of Newcastle, U.K.Stefan Fischer and Horst Bunke, University of Berne, SwitzerlandMichael Wilkinson and Jos Roerdink, University of Groningen, The NetherlandsJosé Pech-Pacheco and Gabriel Cristóbal, Instituto de Optica (CSIC), Madrid, SpainHamid Shahbazkia and Adrian Ciobanu, University of Algarve, Faro, PortugalAbstract: This paper introduces the project ADIAC(Automatic Diatom Identi�cation and Classi�cation),which started in May 1998 and which is �nanced bythe European MAST (Marine Science and Technology)programme. The main goal is to develop algorithmsfor an automatic identi�cation of diatoms using imageinformation: both valve shape (contour) and ornamen-tation. The paper presents the goals of the project aswell as �rst results on shape modeling and contour ex-traction. Public data are available in order to createstudent projects beyond the ADIAC partnership. Forfurther information see http://www.ualg.pt/adiac1 IntroductionADIAC is the acronym of the project Automatic Di-atom Identi�cation and Classi�cation. In phycologicalresearch the word identi�cation refers to what in pat-tern recognition is meant by classi�cation, whereas thephycological meaning of classi�cation is the establish-ment of the class-forming rules. In order to avoid aconfusion, we will apply the phycological interpreta-tion. Since this is the �rst scienti�c publication bymost of the project's partners, and because our goalis to promote diatom identi�cation as a new and chal-lenging area in pattern recognition, we start with ex-plaining the history of the project, diatom research andthe goals. Sections 2 to 4 present �rst results on imagedatabases, shape modeling and contour extraction.1.1 History: from hobby to professionThe ADIAC project was �born� in May 1998 but its�conception� took place a few years before at the MuséeNational de l'Histoire Naturelle de Paris, in SimoneServant's o�ce to be precise, although she seemed notquite aware of the very fact. So what happened? Mi-croscopy and a general interest in Nature's richness inmorphology in various areas such as zoology, geology

and botany being one of my hobbies, I (HdB) cameto collect antique microscope slides, the production ofwhich had become an art that bloomed in the 19th cen-tury throughout Europe. Occasionally strolling aroundParis in search for slide collections at the few scienti�cinstruments antique shops, I came into contact withBernard Coupel of the Vaast bookshop, rue Jussieu,who happened to purchase part of the Tempère collec-tion including microscopes and very special ornamentalslides made by J. Tempère, one of France's greatest di-atomists. Bernard Coupel showed me a few of theseartistic preparations with many di�erent diatoms ar-ranged like �owers and beautifully coloured because ofthe light di�raction, slides that were not for sale ofcourse given their uniqueness [1]. He advised me to seeSimone Servant at the nearby museum. She told meabout the diatom collections there, the research and theexistence of a journal named Diatom Research. I hadseen a computer in her o�ce and because of my back-ground a very natural question that I asked her wasabout the application of computers to diatom recog-nition. I cannot remember her precise answer but Igrasped that she did not really know what I was talk-ing about, but then and there I had an idea that Icould not put aside; an idea that has now materialisedinto a three-year, seven-partner and 1.25 million Europroject with a main funding from the DG XII's MASTprogramme.1.2 What are diatoms?Diatoms are unicellular algae related to brown algae(Phaeophyta, e.g. seaweeds like Fucus and Laminaria),yellow-green (Xanthophyta) and golden-brown (Chrys-ophyta) algae, but not at all related to red, green orblue-green algae. Almost all need sunlight to grow,and live almost anywhere where there is enough lightand moisture: in the water column of the sea, lakes andrivers, in sediments underneath and at the edge of wa-



Figure 1: SEM (scanning electron microscope) imageof Diploneis heemskerkiana (top) and the optical mi-croscopy (DIC) equivalent (bottom).ter bodies, and also near the surface of damp soils. Esti-mates vary widely, but there may be as many as 200,000species in the world [3], making them the second mostdiverse group of plants after the �owering ones. Theyare ecologically very important and contribute around20% of the world's carbon �xation, which makes themmore productive than all the world's rainforests.There are three aspects of diatom biology that makethem important well beyond their intrinsic appeal (seeFig. 1) and their contribution to world ecology. First,they have a cell wall made of silica that is very resis-tant to decay � the cell walls can survive in lake- andseabed sediments for thousands and even millions ofyears after the cell itself has died. Second, the orna-mentation of the cell wall is highly speci�c, and mostdiatoms can be identi�ed to species level on the basisof the cell wall alone. Third, each diatom species tendsto be able to survive and grow only in a relatively nar-row range of ecological conditions. These three factorstogether mean that diatoms can be used for ecologicalmonitoring, for reconstructing past environments, and

in archaeological, geological and forensic research.1.3 Diatom researchDiatom-based research ranges from purely systematic(classi�cation and evolutionary studies) to purely ap-plied, where diatoms are used as an analytical tool inecological, geological, climatological, geographical, ar-chaeological or forensic research. There are no clearboundaries, but many of those who use diatoms as atool have more interest in (and are more skilled in)the application for which they are using the diatomsthan in the diatoms themselves. In addition, manyof these applications require identi�cation of a largerange of diatom species. This combination of factors(identi�cation of many species by non-specialists) hasled to a need for quick and e�ective identi�cation aids.Unfortunately, written �oras are not adequate, sincethey are slow to produce and update as new informa-tion becomes available and as classi�cations change.A computer-based system, however, would have manyadvantages: identi�cation would no longer require thelevel of human expertise that it does at present (al-though it would still require human expertise to inter-pret the computers' results), and a computer-based sys-tem could be kept completely up-to-date with respectto the publication of new species and other changes inthe classi�cation, especially if the reference databasewere kept centrally and accessed via the Web.1.4 ADIAC goalsThe main goal is of course the development of a com-plete software system for a completely unsupervised di-atom identi�cation using only image information. Thisaim is going too far because there are thousands of dif-ferent taxa and the identi�cation rules are sometimesnot very clear. Also, in some cases one valve view is notenough and additional information is required. Never-theless, ADIAC is the �rst European project devoted todiatom identi�cation on the basis of both valve contourand ornamentation. Explicit goals are: (1) to developimage databases with di�erent discrimination complex-ities, (2) to develop methods for an automatic slidescanning on microscopes with motorised stages, (3) todevelop methods for obtaining a complete, graphical,diatom-valve description, (4) to develop an identi�ca-tion system using for example graph matching that canproduce a sorted list with best matches, (5) to test allmethods using the image databases and (6) to integratethe methods into taxonomic and ecological databasesystems.The second goal is illustrated by Fig. 2, which showsa low-magni�cation overview of a strewn slide withmany diatoms and biological debris. Only the automi-



Figure 2: Low-magni�cation image of a strewn slide.sation of the scanning process, i.e. by marking only thepositions of almost complete diatoms and a subsequenthigh-magni�cation image capture at each marked po-sition using also autofocusing, would already result ina tremendous saving of labour. The saving of labourby the complete processing as proposed and studied byADIAC would be much more, and most researchers in-volved with diatoms could spend much more time doingtheir own work in geology, climatology, etc. Therefore,the ultimate goal will be to install analysis and identi-�cation software together with a huge diatom databaseon one or more central servers, which would allow re-searchers to send images by email and to receive auto-matically a sorted list of best matches. In other words,ADIAC and subsequent e�orts are expected to carrydiatom research well into the 20th century.1.5 An open pilot studyDuring the three ADIAC years it is expected to realisestate-of-the-art algorithms and huge image databases.However, it is the �rst project in which diatom contourand ornamentation will be explored for an identi�ca-tion. Hence, it is expected that the project will need acontinuation to further improve the analysis tools, butmainly to establish image databases that contain alldiatom species relevant for certain applications/sites.It is therefore extremely important that ADIAC cre-ates a database with potential users by contacting re-searchers who could pro�t from the project. Becausethis is a very time-consuming task, we also invite indi-vidual researchers, institutions and companies to con-

tact us and to let us know what their applications areand what they would expect. ADIAC will organise sev-eral workshops to which interested researchers will beinvited, and we hope to establish active collaborationsbeyond the ADIAC project partnership. Images, publi-cations, references etc can be found in the ADIAC web-pages at URL http://www.ualg.pt/adiac and mirroredat http://www.rbge.org.uk/adiac. These contain alladdresses, telephone numbers and related webpages ofall partners plus additional links. Contacts, for exam-ple for establishing student projects or participation inADIAC workshops and meetings, are not limited to theCoordinator. Main contact: Hans du Buf (coordina-tor), University of Algarve, Vision Laboratory, Facultyof Exact Sciences and Humanities, Campus de Gambe-las - UCEH, 8000 Faro, Portugal; Tel: +351 89 800900ext 7761; Fax: +351 89 818560; Email: dubuf@ualg.pt2 Image databasesA database of ca 1200 digital images has already beencreated, which is likely to grow to ca 10,000 by the endof the project. Images are produced using a numberof techniques: most are captured directly from the mi-croscope by one of two digital cameras; others are pho-tographed using monochrome �lm and the developednegatives are scanned using a slide-scanner.Irrespective of their size, diatoms are captured usingthe maximum magni�cation that will allow for the en-tire specimen to be photographed at a resolution of 10pixels per micron or better. This resolution is more orless the minimum that can capture all the resolution ofwhich an optical microscope is capable.Photographs of diatoms usually include extraneousmaterial or illumination artefacts that detract fromtheir quality. The use of digital media means that suchimperfections can be removed relatively easily (depend-ing on their severity), providing their source is under-stood. Preprocessing involves removal of imperfectionsfrom the two main sources: those that are part of themagni�cation, illumination and imaging systems (andnothing to do with the specimens themselves), andthose that are intrinsic to the specimen preparations(such as other diatoms, girdle bands or other debristhat interfere with the diatom to be photographed).Ultimately, the storage of images will be in conjunc-tion with a taxonomic database which is being devel-oped for specialised diatom use [2]. Until the structureof the database is completed, images are kept in more orless unstructured folders, and the accompanying infor-mation (identi�cation, provenance, slide number, mi-croscope stage coordinates, pixel size and shape) is keptin a separate index �le. Please refer to the project website for the full methodology for specimen preparationand image capture.



Figure 3: Dark and bright contours in the grey-level im-age (left), the double contour after a local thresholding(middle) and the double contour eliminated (right).3 Contour extraction and shape analysisIn a bright�eld-microscopic image, a diatom's silicafrustule leaves a dark outline. The organic material,that still remains on the frustule after cleaning it, leavesa very light signature (halo) outside the dark contourbecause of di�raction, see Fig. 3 (left). We use thisinformation in order to develop a low-level and data-oriented contour extraction. The idea is to thresholdthe grey-level image, to label the connected elementsand to follow the external outline to obtain the con-tour. As the illumination variance is not regular inthese images, a local thresholding must be used. How-ever, a drawback of a local thresholding is that thebright part creates a double contour in the binarisedimage (Fig. 3 middle). To overcome this, �rst we �ndthe Otsu threshold between the histogram's maximumand the histogram's brightest element. Next we set thevalue of all pixels above this threshold to the value ofthe threshold, and only then the local thresholding isapplied to the image (Fig. 3 right). After the binari-sation the connected elements are labeled and only themost central and largest element is chosen as a �rstcontour candidate.The contour is obtained by following the externalpart of the chosen element in the clockwise sense, us-ing a �always turn left� algorithm. If the contour is notclosed then the algorithm tries to connect the �rst el-ement to another element in the neighbourhood. Theresult goes through a correction process that eliminatesconcave but thin deformations and that �lls in the in-ternal gaps. If necessary the �nal contour is rotatedto a horizontal position by using symmetry axes andmoments before analysing the precise shape.Valve shapes are roughly divided between centric(circular, triangular and square, the latter two nor-mally cusped with rounded vertices) and pennate (el-liptical including speci�c (a)symmetries). A standardapproach is to study the Fourier series of the closedcontours for discriminating these forms. This approachhas been studied before by modeling pennate Tabel-laria valves with up to 20 Fourier descriptors [4]. Be-cause we don't know a priori how well we can sep-arate and describe di�erent pennate shapes with a�xed or variable number of Fourier descriptors, andbecause it may be better to apply later a best-�tting

Figure 4: Synthesised diatom contours; see text.ellipse approach but using other mathematical func-tions, we studied a few alternatives. As far as we knowonly fourth-order Cassinian curves and two half ellipsesglued together go beyond normal ellipses. Assuming anormalisation in terms of rotation (horizontal shapes)and size, Cassinian curves can approach panduriformshapes with two parameters and glued ellipses can ap-proach semilanceolate shapes also with two parameters.Coming back to the �rst pass in the Fourier shapeanalysis, i.e. the construction of two discrete paramet-ric and periodic signals X(t) and Y (t) following an el-lipse in a horizontal position, these signals are puresines with a phase o�set. We noticed that (a)symmetricdeformations from a pure ellipse, as found with manypennate diatom shapes, a�ect only Y (t) and the di�er-ences with a pure ellipse can be described by addingsymmetrically Gaussian functions or derivatives ofGaussians to Y (t). After some experiments we foundthat many shapes can be described with a small numberof parameters. An example is the sigmoid lanceolateshape, which can be modeled by X(t) = a cos(t) andY (t) = b sin(t)+cfexp(�t2=d)�exp(�(t��)2=d). Fig-ure 4 shows some synthesised forms. These are, withthe number of parameters between parentheses: leftcolumn top-to-bottom: bilobate (8), clavate (5), cres-centic (5) and sigmoid lanceolate (5); middle column:semilanceolate (5), without name (8) and without name(6); right column: auricular (10) and spatulate (5). Inconclusion, it may be possible to apply a best-�tting el-lipse algorithm, followed by a best-�tting other-shape-with-few-parameters in order to determine the best pa-rameters to be used in the identi�cation process.4 Diatom isolationAs can be seen in Fig. 2, in many cases diatoms areconnected to debris or partially occluded. Hence, weneed algorithms that can isolate individual diatomsand their contours. Contour extraction is done in twosteps. In a preprocessing step initial contours are ex-tracted using a conventional edge-following algorithm



Figure 5: Initial contours of two overlapping diatoms.like Canny's. Then the object contours are extractedby using the best-�tting ellipse and a subsequent con-tour following in the elliptical polar-transformed image[5,6].Figure 5 shows an edge-detection result of an imagethat contains two diatoms and debris plus a scale bar.Only the initial contours containing more than 200 pix-els are shown. Due to small gaps in the edge image thediatom in the centre of the image is described by twocontours. The contour of the second diatom is onlypartly detected since it is not sharply focused and oc-cluded.Beginning with the contour of maximum length, thebest-�tting ellipse is determined for each initial con-tour. A general conic can be represented by an im-plicit second order polynomial G(a;x) = a � x =Ax2 + By2 + Cxy + Dx + Ey + F = 0. G(a;xi) iscalled the algebraic distance of a point (x; y) to theconic G(a;x) = 0. The �tting of a general conic can bedone by minimising the sum of squared algebraic dis-tances argmina nPNi=1G(a;xi)2o of the curve to theN data points xi. In order to force the conic to be anellipse, the constraint B2�4AC < 0 has to be ful�lled.The ellipse-�tting problem can be solved by using ageneralised eigensystem. The polynomial coe�cientsA; : : : ; F are computed by determining the eigenvectorcorresponding to the smallest eigenvalue. For the com-putation of the polar-transformed image the paramet-ric ellipse form x = xc + a cos� and y = yc + b sin� isrelevant. Here (xc; yc) represents the centroid, a; b theradii and � the rotation angle. These parameters canbe calculated using the polynomial coe�cients. Resultsof ellipse �tting for the diatoms in the example imageare shown in Fig. 6.Using the parameters of the best-�tting ellipse, theelliptical polar coordinate transform is computed. Thispolar transform is based on sampling counterclockwisethe original gray level image along scan beams withlength r. The transform is done in discrete rotation

Figure 6: Examples of best-�tting ellipses.steps �h = 1o. The polar-transformed image coor-dinates (r; h) are computed using the image coordi-nates (x; y) according to x = (m=a) � r � cosh andy = (m=b) � r � sinh, where m is used to normalisethe position of the contour. In practice m is �xed toone quarter of the maximum distance from the cen-ter of the ellipse to the borders of the image. Fur-thermore, to compensate for the rotation of the el-lipse, each point is rotated around the angle � usingxr = x cos��y sin�+xc and yr = x sin�+y cos�+yc.In the polar-transformed image the problem of con-tour extraction reduces to the extraction of a nearlystraight line from the top to the bottom. We apply adepth-�rst search algorithm which evaluates the graylevel changes along the path. One result can be seen inFig. 7. The back-transformed contours of the isolateddiatoms are shown in Fig. 8. Both diatom contourshave been accurately isolated.5 ConclusionsWe have presented a brief introduction to diatom re-search and the ADIAC project, as well as �rst results oncontour extraction and shape analysis. Actually, thereis much more progress, but six pages are not su�cientto present all work done; please refer to the webpages.ADIAC being a �rst pilot project to study a completelycomputerised diatom identi�cation on the basis of im-



Figure 7: Contour detection in a polar-transformed im-age around the centre of the best-�tting ellipse.age information, it is very likely to be continued withthe aims of further improving identi�cation accuracyand establishing huge databases on one or more cen-tral servers.Because most information, including imagedatabases and identi�cation rules, even imageanalysis and identi�cation software, will becomepublicly available, we hope that many MSc and PhDprojects will be created, as has happened beforein the area of �ngerprint analysis. This will be afruitful collaboration as well as competition, i.e. thebest algorithms will survive. But an internationalcompetition is not a problem because it serves onlyone goal: the creation of the best identi�cation systemwhich facilitates research in all diatom applications.Finally, that an automatic diatom identi�cation isa new challenge in pattern recognition will not be asurprise, given the complexity and diversity of the di-atom shapes and ornamentations. But why is ADIACa double challenge? As in many pattern-recognitionproblems, the sometimes very subtle di�erences inshape and ornamentation between di�erent taxahamper a clear distinction, even for diatomists. Inother words, the second challenge is to try to establishexact class-forming rules, which is a non-trivial task inphycology given the inexact way that biological classi-�cations work: i.e. to be able to make an identi�cationeven if some of the classi�catory information is absent,misobserved or contradictory.Acknowledgement: ADIAC is funded by the Eu-ropean MAST (Marine Science and Technology)programme, contract MAS3-CT97-0122.
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